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1 Introduction
Insecondlanguage acquisition(SLA)research,the effects of
classroom instruction on interlanguage systems have been investigated
with both theoreticaland practicalmotivations. From the theoretical
sidesecondlanguage(L2)researchers havebeen interestedin how L2
instruction affects psycholinguistic processes involved in L2leaming
and acquisition. From the practicalside,L2instruction studies have
been expectedto provide practitioners (i.e.,foreign/secondlanguage
teachers)withpedagogicalimplications for classroom instruction.
Since the1980s,a number of L2instruction studieshave been motivated
by both theoreticaland practicalconsiderations(seeDoughty,2003;
Doughty&Williams,l998;Ellis,1994,1997,2001;Long,1983,1988b;
Norris&0rtega,2000;Robinson,2001;Williams,2005,for reviews of
previous studies) .
Among the major issues raised by L2instruction researchers is the
question of whether formalinstruction can help L2leamers develop
l Partsof the preliminary analysesof the data obtained in this study were
reported at the39th annualconference of Japan Association of College
English Teachers (0kinawa, Japan,November3,2000 and the6'u' Meikai
University Roundtable in Applied Linguistics(Chiba, Japan,December20,,
2003). I am very gratefulto the students who participated in thisstudy. I
alsothank Ken Schmidt and anonymous reviewers for their helpfulcom-
ments. Allerrorsare, o f  course,my own.
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their communicative competence. Long(1988a,1991)predicted that
meaning-based instruction in which formaltreatments were incorpo-
rated could facilitate L2learning. Long conceptualized the need to
provide L21earners with formaltreatments within meaning-based
instruction with the term“focus on form.” Research to date has
provided some data on the effects of focus on form though it is not clear
yet whether focus on form is more effective than other treatments such
as focus on forms,which placesa focus on forms themselves(see
Doughty,2003;Doughty&Williams,1998and Norris&0rtega,2000,
for reviews of these studies).2 There is,however, sti I la paucity of
research on focus on form. We particularly need more empirical
studies,especially classroom-based studies,investigating the effects of
diverse types of focus-on-form treatment in different environments.
The study described here proposes a focus-on- form treatment that
emphasizes the role of output in promoting cognitive processes involved
in L2acquisition. Its impact on L21earners'interlanguage deve1op-
ment in an EFL context is examined in this paper.
2 Focus on form
Focus on form was first defined by Long(1988a,1991) as a type of
L2instruction in which the primary focus is on meaning and communi -
cation,with thelearner's attention being drawn tolinguistic elements
only as they ariseincidenta11y inlessons. This definition implies that
focus on form is“incidenta1”(E11is,Basturkmen&Loewen,2001,2002).
Later,Long and Robinson(1998)redefined focus on form as L2instruc-
2 In their meta -analysis of L2instruction studies,Norr i s  and Ortega (2000)
found the following order regarding the degree of effectiveness:Explicit
focus on form(1arge effect)>Explicit focus on forms(large effect)>Implicit
focus on form(medium effect)>Implicit focus on forms(smallef fect). It
should be noted here that the differences among the treatments were not
statistically significant,except the difference between al lexpl icit and a1l
implicit treatments.
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tion that involves an occasionalshift tolinguistic code features by the
teacher and/or one or more students during a meaning-focused class-
roomlesson. The shift to alinguistic form,Long and Robinson
assume,is triggered by perceived problems with comprehension or
production. In Long and Robinson's definition,focus on form involves
not only incidentalbut also planned intervention with a specific focus on
a particular target form(see also Doughty,2001;Doughty&Wi11iams,
1998;E11is,2001;E1lis, e t  a1.,2001,2002;Williams,2005).
Focus on form,either incidentalor proactive,is in sharp contrast
with traditionalgrammar instruction, which places a focus on forms
themselves in isolation from theircontexts. Long(1988a,1991)ca11ed
this type of form- focused instruction“focus on forms.” Focus-on-
forms instruction is conducted within structuralsy1labuses which
mainly aim at developing L2leamers'1inguistic knowledge and abilities
to manipulate grammaticalstructures in a predetermined sequence.
Focus-on-form instruction,on the other hand,is incorporated into
meaning-basedlanguage teaching such as task-based instruction(e.g.,
Doughty&Long,2003;Long,1985;Robinson,2001) andcontent-based
instruction(e.g.,Doughty&Varela,1998). During meaning-based
lessons,1earners'attention isled to particularlinguistic forms using a
variety of instructionaltechniques.
2.1 Effects of focus on form on L2 acquis面on
L2researchers working on focus on form argue that it has advan-
tages over the traditionalgrammar teaching because it facilitates
cognitive processing crucial for L2 acquisition (Doughty, 2001;
Doughty&Wi11iams,1998;Long&Robinson,1998). Doughty(2001),
for example, claims that “the factor that consistently distinguishes
focus on form from other pedagogicalapproaches is the requirement
that focus on form involveslearners'briefly and perhaps simultaneously
attending to form,meaning,and use during one cognitive event.”(p.
211). This kind of joint cognitive processing, Doughty points out,may
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facilitate the cognitive mapping among forms,meaning and usethat is
crucialfor L2leaming.
Motivatedby thesetheoreticalunderpinningsa number of focus-
on-form treatments havebeen proposed,and empiricalstudies have
been conductedto examine their effectson L2development. Doughty
and Williams (1998)present a taxonomy of focus-on-form treatments
including input flood,task-essentiallanguage,input enhancement,
negotiation,recast,interaction enhancement,consciousness-raising
tasks,input processing,and output-basedfocus-on-form treatments
(e.g.,dictogloss,output enhancement)(see also Ellis,et a1.,2002and
Williams,2005forlists of various typesof focus on form). As the
focus of the present study is placed on the impact of output-based L2
instruction,previous focus-on-form studiesinvestigating the role of L2
output are reviewed here.
2.2 Output-based focus on form
Output-based focus-on-form treatments have been devised follow-
ing theOutput Hypothesis proposed by Swain,who arguesthat guiding
1earners to produce output is facilitative for L2acquisition(Swain,
1985,l995,l998). Swain and her colleagues have pointed outsevera1
functions of output in facilitating cognitive processes crucialto L2
deve1opment. First,output promotesatleast two types of noticing.
Learners may notice not only the target form itself but also that it is
different from their own interlanguage (Swain,1998). This type of
noticing,Swain hypothesized,may be stimulated by noticing a“hole”in
one's interlanguage (Doughty&Williams,1998). That is,learners
may notice that they cannotsay precisely whatthey want to say in the
targetlanguage (Swain,1995). In this way,leamers consciously rec-
ognize some of theirlinguistic problems and,more importantly,the
leamers'attention m a y b e  led to relevant input. This triggers
cognitive processesthat may generatelinguistic knowledge that is new
for theleamers orthat consolidatestheir existing knowledge (Izumi,
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2003; Swain,l995; Swain&Lapkin,l995). Thesecognitive processes
are closelylinked to other processesinvolved in hypothesis fomulation
and testing. Whenlearners face a l inguistic problem,they attempt to
solve the problem by trying out a newlanguage form (a hypothesis) .
That is,L2learners stretch their interlanguage to meet communicative
needs (Swain,1998;Tarone&Liu,1995).
Swain(1998) arguesthat output has another,metalinguistic . func-
tion in thatlearners can reflect on theirlanguage useby producing
output. This metalinguistic function helpslearners to understand the
relationship between meanings,forms,and functions in a highly con-
text-sensitive situation(Swain,1998). This function is related to a
tenet of theOutput Hypothesis that output facilitates L2acquisition by
forcing thelearners to processlanguage syntactically (Swain,l985).
This tenet was formulatedthrough carefulobservations of immersion
programs. Long-term research in French immersion cla、sses in
Canada revealed that immersion students receiving rich comprehen-
sible input were able to understand their secondlanguage but they did
not develop target-like proficiency especially for morphologyand
syntax (Swain,l985). Thisfinding indicatesthatL2leamers need
practicethat forces them to produce output to expressintended
message.
de Bot (l996) proposesanother function of output. Hepoints out
that output enhances fluency. Enhancing fluency,according to de Bot,
is one of the most crucialcognitive activities inleamingbecause it
means much more than just increasedspeedof delivery. Fluency
serves as an index of automaticity of processing. Fluency on onelevel
al1ows attentionalresourcestobespent on higher-levelprocesses.
Effects of output production were examinedin different types of
empiricalstudies. For instance,Pica,Holliday,Lewis and Morgenth-
aler(1989),Takashima and Ellis ( l999)and Han(2002)examined
the effects of interactionaladjustments(e.g.,request for repetition,
recast),reporting positive effects of treatments pushingleamers to
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produce output within communicative tasks. Kowal and Swain
(1994),and Swain(1998)reported data suggesting that immersion
students processedthe L2syntactically in dictoglosstasks in which they
workedin pairs or smallgroups to reconstruct a text read aIoud by a
teacher. Kowaland Swain(l994) concluded that collaborativelan-
guage production tasks promoted L2learning by(1)makingleamers
aware of gaps in their existing knowledge which they would subse-
quentlyseek to fil l ; (2)raising their awareness of thelinks between a
form,.and its function and meaning;and(3) providinglearners with
opportunities to obtain feedback. Qi and Lapkin(2001)report posi -
tive effects of an output treatment called reformulation in which L2
leamers compare their compositions with versions reformulated by a
native speaker in a three-stage writing task(the composing stage,the
reformulation stage and the revising stage) .  In a similar vein,Adams
(2003)reports that having L2leamers compare their originaloutput to
reformulated texts was beneficialfor L2development. She also found
that reformulation was more effective when it was followed by a
stimulated recallsession(i.e.guidedretrospective recallsession).
A positive role of output was also reported in Ellis and He's (1999)
study comparing the effect of a negotiated output treatment,a
premodified input treatment and an interactiona1ly modified input treat-
ment on ESL university students'acquisition of new L2words. Results
revealed that the negotiated output treatment,which providedleamers
with opportunities to produce and modify their output,was more
effective than the other two treatments.
Izumi and Bigelow(2000) and Izumi(2002)examined the notic-
ing function of output by comparing the effects of output activities
(essay-writing tasks and text reconstruction tasks) w i t h  thoseof
comprehension-based activities. Results indicated that extended
opportunitiesto produce output and receive relevant input were crucial
i n leamers'improving their useof the target forms (e.g.,the past
hypothetical conditional and relative clauses in English). Izumi
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(2002) concluded that pushedoutput,when provided along with rele-
vant input,has three advantages in L2learning;(1)detection of for-
malelements in the input;(2)integrative processing of the target
form;and (3) noticing of the mismatches between one's interlanguage
forms and the targetlanguage input(see Izumi2003for the discussion
of psycholinguistic rationale of the Output Hypothesis) .
Previous studies on L2output indicate that producing output is
facilitative to L2learning. It must be noted,however,thatlearners
were pushed to produce output within meaning-basedlanguage teach-
ing in allof the above studies. The output-basedtreatments reported
in these studies satisfy the condition of focus on form in that they
pushedlearners to producelinguistic forms during meaning-based
activities (e.g.,essay writing,dictogloss,communication tasks) .  A
clear distinction must be drawn between output-based focus on form
and decontextualized output practice (e.g.,mechanicalpattem prac-
tice).
2.3 Cond面ons afecting the effects of focus on form
Focus-on-form treatments are often incorporated into task-based
instruction(Doughty&Long,2002;E11is,2003;Muranoi,2000;Robin-
son, 200l;Skehan, l998). Empirical studies have found that
effectiveness of task-basedinstruction is determined by various factors
including task planning(Foster&Skehan,l996;0rtega,1999)and task
repetition(Arevart&Nation,l99l;Bygate,1999,200l). From the
results of thesestudies,it can be assumed that focus on form may exert
positive effects on L2development if it is integrated in a communica-
tion task that provideslearners with opportunities to plan how com-
plete the task and to repeat the task.
Along with the aforementioned effectivenessof diversefocus-on-
form techniques, effect-of -instruction studies have revealed that
whether a focus-on-form treatment has positive effects on L2acquisi-
tion heavily depends onlearner readiness for the target form (Bardovi-
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Harlig,1995,2000;Doughty&WilIiams,l998;Lightbown,1998; Piene-
mann,1989,1998;Mackey,1999). In her study of the acquisition of
tense-aspect systems,Bardovi-Harlig(1995)reports thatlearners who
received instruction after meeting the acquisitional prerequisites
showed positive infiuence of instruction while those who were not ready
showed no apparent in?uence of instruction. These studies suggest
that only L2instruction that is timed tolearner readinesscan be
effective.
As discussed above,the impact of focus-on-form instruction has
been investigated from diverse perspectives. However,the number of
classroom-based studies examining how focus on form affects L2
learners'interlanguage systems is sti111imited. Particularly needed
are studies conceming how focus-on-form instruction influences
cognitive processes essentialfor L21earning. The study presented
here thus aims at devising and testing an output-based treatment that
is predicted to be effective in facilitating major cognitive processes
including noticing,comparing,hypothesis formulating and hypothesis
testing. That is,psycholinguistica11y-motivated predictions for the
effects of a focus-on-form treatment are empirica11y tested in this
study.
3 The Present Study
This study investigates whether a focus-on-form treatment em -
phasizing the role of output exerts positive effects on L21earning of a
particularlinguistic form. The instructionaltreatment proposed is
termed“focus on form through guided summarizing,”in which L2
1earners are directed to summarize the content of a text they have
previously read without having accessto the originaltext while writing
the summary. Learners are guided to compare their summary to the
originaltext and make corrections. Learners are also encouraged to
add their own comments on the content of the text immediately after
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they have written outtheir summary. Summary writing is followed by
two types of post-taskperformance:(1) oralperformance of sum-
mary,in whichlearners areguided to summarize the text in the oral
mode (severalpresenters receive corrective feedback from the instruc-
tor),or(2)repetition of the same summary writing in the written
mode
Summary writingis an instructionaltechnique that is usually used
as a post-reading or post-listening activity predominantly focusing on
meaning and communication. In this study,however,a formaltreat-
ment that entails a focus on alinguistic element is incorporatedinto
summary writing by means of a concept map (or asemantic map) that
guideslearners to use specificlexicalitems and relevant grammatical
forms (see Section3. 4 f o r  details). This treatment,therefore,has
strong characteristics of focus on form in that it incorporates a focus
on agrammaticalitem into meaning-based instruction. The present
study investigateswhether this output-oriented focus-on-form treat-
ment,which is integratedinto a content-basedactivity,brings about
positive effects on theleaming of a relatively complex grammatical
form(the Englishperfect passive)by JapaneseEFLlearners.
3.l Focus on form through guided summarizing
In this study it was predictedthat focus on form through guided
summarizing would help L2leamers develop their interlanguage gram-
marbecauseit would promote such cognitive processes as noticing a
hole in the interlanguagegrammar,hypothesis formulation and testing,
noticing the gapbetween the interlanguage and the targetlanguage
(i.e., cognitive comparison), selective attention, hypothesis
modification,and automatization(seeDeKeyser,2001;Doughty,2001;
Gass,1997;Skehan,1998forthe discussions of these cognitive proces-
ses). The possible correlations between each procedure of focus on
formthroughguided summarizing andlearners'cognitive processes are
illustrated in Figure1.
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<leamer's task> <cognitive process>
(1) reading for comprehension
(2) guided summarizing:
summarizing with a concept
map in the written mode
(3) revising the summary by
comparing it with the
originaltext
(4) guided summarizing:
summarizing with a concept
map in the ora I (or  written)
mode
●stretching the IL system under
communicative pressures
-・hypothesis formulation&
testing
0 R
● noticing a hole in the IL system
(encoding failure)
● noticing the gap between the
TL  form and the IL form
→selective attention to the
relevant input&cognitive
comparison
→hypothesis modi fication
0 R
●confirming the hypothesis
● integration of the TL form
→automatization
Focus on Form through Guided Summarizing and Relevant Cognitive
Processes
During focus on form throughguided summarizing,learners may
notice that they cannot say or write precisely what they want to say
(write) i n  the targetlanguage when they are required to summarize a
story from a text they have comprehended (i.e.,noticing a hole) .
Noticing a hole in the interlanguage system refers to noticing
insufficiency in one's L2knowledge:i.e.,noticing that a message cannot
be encoded with one's L2knowledge. This type of noticing encourages
1earners to pay selective attention to relevant input,that is,something
that fills the perceived hole(Doughty&Wi11iams,1998;Gass,1997;
Swain,1998). During focus on form throughguided summarizing,
learners areled to summarize a story using particularlexicalitems.
That is, they summarize the story using content words provided by a
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sheet termed'concept map.' A concept map consists ofseveralcontent
words and phrases that conveyed the main concepts of the text in a?ow
chart form (see Appendix A). It is expected,therefore,thatleamers
notice holes not in their interlanguagelexicon but in their interlanguage
grammar(i.e.,how to combinelexicalitems to tella story).
Focus on formthrough guided summarizing also aims at promoting
another typeof noticing,noticing of the gapbetween the targetlan-
guage and learners' interlanguage(i.e., noticing the discrepancy
between the targetlanguage andlearners'current L2knowledge).
Noticing a gap triggersleamers'hypothesis formulation and hypothesis
testing. Thelexicalitems assignedin the concept map are arranged to
pushleamers to form a new hypothesis about the target form. That is,
the treatment aims at pushing L2leamers to stretch their existing
interlanguage knowledge to form a newl inguistic rule (Swain,l998;
Tarone&Liu,1995).
Opportunities to test their hypotheses are also provided in this
treatment. During the revising phase,positive evidence is easily acces-
sible to thelearners because the originaI text is at hand. This is where
a cognitive comparison,which Doughty(2001) pointsout is very
facilitative for L2development,takes place. Learners can compare
their interlanguage form and the target form in a context where the
form-meaning mapping is clear. By comparing the interlanguage
form and the targetlanguage form,learners can test their hypotheses,
and confirm,modify,or abandon them.
Becausesemantic andlexicalprocessing havelargely been com-
pleted prior to the summarizing task,learners can concentrate on
grammaticalencoding or syntactic processing when they reconstruct
the story with the concept map. Allthey have to do is to put the
lexicalitems assigned i n  the concept map together using their interlan-
guage grammar. In other words, t h e  concept map provides the
1eamers with messages tobeconveyed and obligatory contexts in
which thelearners are Ied to encode the messages into grammatical
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sentencesthrough syntactic processing. This assumption is underpin-
nedby LeveIt's (l989)productionmodel. AccordingtoLevelt(1989),
grammaticalencoding of a message is activatedbylexicalitem's
lemma information containing thelexicalitem's meaning (conceptual
specification,conceptualarguments) and the syntax of each word
including,syntactic category,grammaticalfunctions,and thematic role
assignments. That is,Levelt arguesthat thelemma information stor-
ed inthelexicalitems calls or activatessyntactic building procedures,
resulting in the formation of the surface structure(see de Bot,1996;
Doughty,2001,for detailed descriptions ofLevelt's model). These
steps of grammaticalencoding are implemented in focus on form
throughguidedsummarizing. Leamers are requiredto encode mes-
sages intothe targetlanguage using assignedlexicalitemsthat contain
semantic and syntactic information. It is predictedthat the syntactic
information of thelemma elicitsleamers'grammaticalencoding when
theleamers areguided to summarize a news story withthe help of a
concept map. Focus on form throughguided summarizing,therefore,
is an instructionaltreatment thatleadsleamers to produce a specific
form(i.e., the  target f o rm) in  a highly pIannedmanner. Focus is
proactively placedon a particular form andthe concept map is elabo-
rately formulated to elicit the useofthe target form. Learner output
is instantly comparedto the target form in the input source (i.e.,
originaltexts). Such high intensity of focus onthe target form is one
of the characteristicsof focus on formthroughguided summarizing,
which differentiatesthis treatment from other pushedoutput activities.
Focus on formthroughguided summarizing also aims at enhancing
leamers'automatic processing of the target form by providingseveral
obligatory opportunities for using the form in clearly-understood con-
texts. Learners areled to usethe target form in different contexts and
repeatthe same task withthe same form. Task repetition is effective
in enhancing auency of the useof a particular form(Bygate,1999,
200l). Repetition of summary writing also increasesthe amount of
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exposure to the target form. During focus on form throughguided
summarizinglearners are given different opportunitiesto be exposed to
the target form.
Basedon the above theoreticalbackground,focus on formthrough
guided summarizing was predicted to be effective in promoting notic-
ing,selective attention (cognitive comparison),hypothesis formulation
(grammaticalencoding) and testing,and automatization,allof which
are essentialin L21earning.
Following the recent findings on the relationship betweenlearner
readiness and effects of L2instruction(Bardovi-Harlig,l995,2000;
Doughty&Williams,1998;Mackey,l999;Pienemann,1989,1998)this
study also investigateswhether the impact of focus on form through
guided summarizing is determinedbylearners'developmentalreadiness
for the target form;whether focus on form throughguidedsummariz-
ing is effective for helping EFLlearners acquire a particular grammati-
calform (theperfective passive) only when they have acquiredprereq-
uisite forms (i.e.,the simple passive and the perfect active).
3.2 Research Questions
The following research questions are addressed inthis study:
ResearchQuestion1:Does focus on form throughguided summariz-
ing enhance JapaneseEFLlearners'accuracy in the use of the English
perfect passive?
R?eanehQuestion2: I f  focus on form throughguidedsummarizing
enhances JapaneseEFLlearners' accuracy inthe useofthe English
perfect passive,wi1lthe effect hold over the post-test period(i.e.,two
months)?
ResearchQuestion3: D o  two typesof focus on form throughguided
summarizing,differing in post-taskperformance conditions (summar-
izing fo11owed by oralperformance versus summarizing fol1owed by
repetition of summarizing in the written mode),have differentialeffects
on thelearning of the Englishperfect passive by EFLlearners?
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Research Question4: Does focus on form through guided summar -
izing have differentialeffects on L21earning of the English perfect
passive depending on EFLlearners'developmentalreadiness for the
target form?
4 Method
In this quasi-experimentalstudy,the effects of two types of focus
on form through guided summarizing were analyzed quantitatively.
The participants were second-year Japanese co11ege English majors
(age:20-22;TOEFL score mean:4l5,maximum score:507, minimum
score:327) enrolled in two intact EFL writing classes at a university in
Japan. The students were randomly assigned to the classes by the
university registration office. As the present researcher served as the
instructor in training sessions,this study may have had such a problem
as“researcher expectancy.” Though the present researcher was being
carefulduring training sessions to avoid inauencinglearner perfor-
mance a1ong thelines of his predictions,the data must be interpreted
with consideration of the possible influence of researcher expectancy.
Each class met once a week for90-minutes. The focus of the
writing classes was to improve thelearners'generalabilities in writing.
The instructor had not used'guided summarizing'in the writing classes
prior to the present experiment. The present researcher explained the
generalpurpose of this research to a l l the students enrolled in these
classes without mentioning the target form and asked if they wanted to
participate in it_ Al1of the students responded in the affirmative and
a tota1of 54students participated in this study. The data of 14
participants who missed any one of the testing and training sessions(6
sessions in tota1)were excluded from the analyses.
Two types of focus on form through guided summarizing were
provided to two separate experimentalgroups;one group produced
summaries in both the written mode and the oralmode (0ralPerfor -
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mance Group,n=2 l )  and another group was guidedto produce sum・
maries in the written mode only (Task Repetition Group, n=19).
Results of t-tests indicate that there were no significant differences
between the two groups in the use of the target form measured in the
pretest ( 1:(38) =.l2, ns,for the oraldata; t(38) =.0l ns,for the written
data).
4.1 Research Design
The instructionaltreatments were provided during three training
sessions over three weeks,each of whichlasted approximately30
minutes. Al l the treatments were administeredduring weekly90-
minute EFL writing classes,which the present researcher taught.
During the threesessions two newspaper articles from AsahiEt le m'ng
Neu's, a  daily Englishlanguage newspaper published in Japan,were
used for summary writing. In the firstsession an article entitled
“Springsteen Song Angers NY Cops,”which dealt with discrimination
against a minority,was used. In thesecond and thirdsessions another
article entitled“Asia nears African Child Soldiers Rate”was used.3
Two types of focus on form throughguidedsummarizing,wh i ch
differedin the mode of summarizing,were provided to twoseparate
groups. TheOralPerformance Group (n=21)wasguided to produce
summariesin both the written and oralmodes. That is,the group was
required to prepare for oralpresentation of the summaries. The Task
Repetition Group(n :=19)wasguided to write summaries and repeat
the task in the same mode;this group was asked to engage in task-
repetition. For the OralPerformance Group summary writing was
performed followed by summary te11ing in the oralmode in each
session. For the Task Repetition Group,summary writing was perfor-
3 The researcher usedthesame article (childsoldiers) forsessions2and3
becausein thesecondsession he found that the studentsknewlittle about the
topic. He encouraged them to think about the content more deeply and
makelonger commentson the issue in the third 、wsion.
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Pretest
(0ral&WrittenSentence Completion Tests-Split-BlockDesign)
Instruction
(30 minutesx3sessions)
<0ralPerformance Group>
(n=21)
GuidedSummarizing:
Summarizing in the u'nltten
mode →
Revising the summary
→
Summarizing inthe oralmode
(including public performance
and corrective feedback)
<Task Repetition Group>
(n=19)
GuidedSummarizing:
Summarizing in the u'nltten
mode ◆
Revising the summary
→
Summarizing in the tor:ltten
mode (task repetition)
Immediate Post-test (Post-test1)
(0ral&Written Sentence Completion Tests-Split-BlockDesign)
Two-month interval
DelayedPost-test (Post-test2)
(0ral&Written SentenceCompletion Tests-Split-BlockDesign)
Figurle2. ResearchDlesign
medtwice per session. A post-hoc analysis was conducted to examine
this problem. Results are discussed in the Result section.
The assignment of different treatments to the two groups and the
research designis summarizedin Figure2.
4.2 Instructional ii'ocus
The impact of focus on form throughguided summarizing was
testedon the acquisition of the English perfect passive (e.g.,Much
money hasbeenspent on this project.). This grammaticalform was
chosen becausethe researcher has observedit tobea difficult form for
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EFLlearners to useespecially in spontaneous speech. This may be
because it requires multiple processing;1eamers have to processboth
theperfect aspect and the passive voice simultaneously,along with
number(singular or plural) and tense (present or past). This form,
therefore,is al ikely target for researchers interestedin cognitive
processing,and,theperfect passive is pedagogically important for its
high communicative value relative to some other combinations of
aspect and voice.4
4.3 Testing Measures
The participantswere pretestedon their command of the English
perfect passive withtwo tests developed for this study. One was an
oralsentence completion test consisting of 25sentences (tensentences
for the target form,fivesentencesfor the present perfect active,five
sentencesfor the simple tensepassive,and fivesentences as dis-
tracters). The participants were presentedwith25sentences with a
sheet containing blanks and were then askedto complete the sentences
orally by referring to Japanese equivalent sentences and EngIish verbs
in their simple form assigned on the sheet.S The following is an
example of the test:
Iteml5. Since1950 muchgovernment money ( ) on these
developments. W
Data collection was conducted in recorder-equippedlanguagelabo-
ratory rooms where allparticipants could individually record their oral
performancessimultaneously. The participants had10seconds to
4 Basedon their corpus data,Biber, Johansson,Leech,Conrad and Finegan
(l999)point out:“Theperfect passive is the only complex combination that
is moderately common. _ Allother combinations of aspect and voice are
generally rare.” ( p. 482).
S The Japaneseequivalentsentences attached to the test items included adver-
bials which helpedthe test-takers understand the aspectualmeanings to be
conveyed.
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prepare for the oralcompletion of each sentence and spoke into
microphones attached to their head sets. A11the performances were
tape-recorded and analyzed.
Another test,the written sentence completion test,was a written
version of the oralcompletion test. The participants were asked to fi1l
in the blanks on a sheet with a pen. They were given15minutes to
complete25sentences. Test items in the written test were exactly
same as the ones used in the oraltest.
One pretest and two post-tests(an immediate post-test and a
delayed post-test)were given,with a two-month intervalbetween the
two post-tests in order to examine both short- andlong-term effects of
the treatment. A11tests consisted of both oraland written sentence
completion tests. A split b1ock design was emp1oyed in order to
preclude the so-ca11ed practice effect as much as possible. Three
versions of the sentence completion test,nearly equivalent in terms of
content words,were used in the three testing sessions. Equivalency of
the three versions was estimated by calculating coefficients for correla -
tion among t hem( i.e.,paralIeltest reliability). Reliabilities between
Version A and B was .85,between Version A and C.89, and between
Version B and C.84,respectively. These values indicate that the three
versions of test were reasonably equivalent.
4.4 InstructionalTreatments
Focus on form through guided summarizing is an instructiona1
treatment which aims at helping L21eamers deve1op oraland written
command of a particular form within a meaning- focused activity.
Learners are first directed to read a written text and then they areled
to summarize what they have read. In this study the texts were taken
from a daily Englishlanguage newspaper. Two articles dealing with
g1obat issues(discrimination against a minority and the rising numbers
of child soldiers) w e r e  used in the treatment sessions.
In the present study,this instructionaltreatment was incorporated
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into a content-based EFL writing course that aimed at developing
1earners'productive abilitiesby encouraging them to write alot about
meaningfulcontents. Focus on form throughguided summarizing was
devised not to spoilthis meaning-orientedness. That is,the treatment
predominantly emphasized meaningfulcommunication,i.e.,conveying
meaningfulmessagesin the targetlanguage. Learners wereguided to
write and tellabout important issuesand make their own comments on
the contents in their own interlanguage. Only a verylittle portion of
instruction was devoted to a focus on a grammaticalitem,as described
below. It shouldbenoted,therefore,that focus on formthrough
guided summarizing is basically a content-based communicative activ-
ity in whichleamers'attention isledto a particular form for very short
periods of time.
Focus on form throughguided summarizing was conducted using
the following procedure:
Step1.' Readingcomprehens1i1on. Thestudentswere firstguided to
obtain a clear understanding of the text. The instructor provided the
students withbackground information on the content and explicit
instruction on word meanings in thelearnersfirstlanguage to assist
them in comprehending the text.
Step 2.・ Su m mary ωnting (ωith the help of a concept map) .
After reading the text,theleamers were askedto write a summary of
the text that they had just read without accessto the text. They were
encouragedto use a concept map consisting of severalcontent words
and phrases that conveyedthe main concepts of the text in flowchart
form. It was designed t o  help theleamers remember the outline and
sequence of events in the news story as they constructed their sum-
maries, and to provide thelearners with contexts requiring useof the
target form (see Appendix A). That is,thelearners were pushed to
use the English perfect passive as they summarizedthe news story
using the supplied content words. For example,learners wereguided
to usethe perfect passive with the fol1owinglexicalitems:
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[Assignedlexicalitems in the concept map]
(not allchildren) - (dep1oyed to the frontline)
Guided by thelexicalitems and the context,1earners who were ready
to use the target form produced the following sentence:
(1) Not a11children haυe been d ep1oyed to the frontline.
Learners who were not ready to use the form produced sentences
including ( 2 ) a n d ( 3 ) 6:
(2) Not allchildrenωere dep1oyed to the frontline.
(3) *Not a1lchildren haυe dep1oyed to the frontline.
Step 3.・ Revising the su mmanzed text. After summarizing a news
story with the help of the concept map,thelearners were required to
revise their work. They wereguided to compare their summary with
the originaltext so that they could monitor their output and correct
erroneous sentences by themselves (see Appendix B for the examples
of summarized texts). Thelearners had free access to the origina1
text during the revising step.
Step 4:・ Second sum:m arizzng. After summarizing the text and
revising the summary in the written mode,the students of the Oral
Performance Group were asked to summarize the text in the oralmode
while Iooking at the concept map. They were given approximately10
minutes for rehearsaland then three students per session were random-
ly selected and asked to tellthe outline of the news story individually
in class (i.e.,summarizing in the oralmode) .7 When a performer did
6 Sentences such as (2) invo]ves a problem-solving mechanism termed gram -
maticalsubstitution by which L2leamers cope with a grammatica]ly-
motivated communication difficulty by changing certain features of gram -
maticalforms(Dornyei&Kormos,l998). Ungrammaticalsentencessuch as
( 3 ) a r e  formed by means of another problem-solving mechanism,grammati -
calreduction,whereby L2speakers usesimplified grammar to cope with a
communication problem.
7 1n this study the difference in the post-testperformance between the per-
formers(oralpresenters)and otherstudents(observers)whodidnot perform
orally in front of the audience was not investigated. As previousstudiesthat
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not use the target form correctly,the instructor provided oralfeedback
(i.e.,requests for repetition)intended to elicit self -correction. When
the instructor's re(1uests for repetition did notlead tolearnerself-
correction, he provided corrective recasts. Approximately three
requests for repetition were given during an individualperformance
(mean=3.2,max imum=6,min imum=0) .  Among the nine perfor -
mances,three of them elicited teacher feedback(requests for repeti -
tion and recasts)on the target form.8 The following is an example of
teacher-student interaction:
Student:Not a11child soIdiers have dep1oyed to the frontline.
Teacher:Could you say that again?(request for repetition)
Student:Not a11child soldiers have dep1oyed to the frontline.
Teacher:Not a11child soldiers havebeen deployed to the frontline.
(recast)
The students of the Task Repetition Group were instead asked to
summarize the text in the written mode aga i n ( i.e.,repetition of the
same task). This time,the instructor encouraged them to summarize
the news story without relying on the concept map and to addlonger
comments to the summary. This group did not receive any feedback
on their summaries from the instructor. They worked individually
following the instructor's directions.
4.5 Scoring Procedure and AnaIysis
Data gathered from the written sentence completion test and the
oralsentence completion test were scored to quantifylearnerperfor-
mance with the English perfect passive. To eliminatelearners who
had already acquired the target form, a maximum pretest cut-off point
investigated the effect of participation-type have reporteddiverseresults
(Mackey, l999;Muranoi,2000),we need to examine whetherboth performers
and observers benefit from L2instruction in future studies.
8 Leamer performances were tape-recorded and the frequencies of teacher
feedback were countedby the researcher.
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of 80% w a s  set,but no students scored higher than the cut-off point.
Pretestscores of the oraland written tests revealthat the participants
performed poorly with the perfect passive prior to the treatment(the
accuracy rates=17.8% f o r  the oraltest;24.3% f o r  the written test)
though they performed better with the simple passive (the accuracy
rates=72.7%for the oraltest;78.7%for the written test) and with the
perfect active(the accuracy rates=60.7%for the oraltest;68.9% f o r
the written test). In this study it was assumed that the simple passive
and theperfect active wouldbeprerequisite forms for the acquisition of
the perfect passive. That i s , i t  was predictedthat focus on form
throughguided summarizing targeting the perfect passive would benefit
onlylearners who had already acquiredthe prerequisite forms (see
Section5.3for a further analysis of the prerequisitesfor the target
form).
For eachsentence completion test,target-1ike use (TLU)scores
were calculated in order to take overuse of the target form into
account. The number of correct uses of the English perfect passive in
obligatory contexts was first counted. The number thenbecame the
numerator of a ratio whosedenominator was the sum of the number of
obligatory contexts for the perfect passive and the number of nonob-
ligatory contexts in which the perfect passive were suppliedinappro-
priately. TLUscoreswere calculated for the perfect passive (10
items) .  The highest possible score for the perfect passive was l0 .
Totalscore was obtained separately for the oralsentence completion
test and the writtensentence completion test. The reliability of the
tests was estimated by using the Kuder-Richardson20(KR-20) and
Kuder-Richardson21(KR-21). The KR-20 and KR-21valuesfor the
oralsentence completion test were.92and .91,respectively. The KR-
20 and KR-21values for the written completion test were.85and .82,
respectively. Thesevaluesindicate that the tests were satisfactorily
reliable.
To addressResearch Questionslthrough4,data obtained through
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the sentence completion tests were submitted to two separate repeated
measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs)using one between-subject
and one within-subject factorialdesign. In the repeated measures
ANOVAs, Group was a between-subject variable with twolevels (the
OralPerformance Group,the Task Repetition Group),whereas Test
was the within-subject variable with threelevels(pretest,immediate
post-test, delayed post-test). The first ANOVA was performed on the
oralsentence completion data and the second on the written sentence
completion data. Learners' written comments added to their re-
produced text were analyzed qualitatively in order to examine how
they responded to the content issue during focus on form through
guided summarizing.
5 Results
5.1 Preliminary analysis documenting treatment fidelity
Before seeking for the answers to the research questions,the
validity of the proposed treatment as a focus-on-form treatment was
anaIyzed. The present researcher examined whetherlearners who
received the treatment actually engaged in producing obligatory con-
texts for the target form(or producing the target form itself),noticing
the gap during the revision stage (cognitive comparison),testing
hypothesis and noticing the gap during the post-task stages. It was
aIso examined whether the treatment predominantly focused on mean-
ing,not on forms.
To examine how EFLlearners performed during guided summariz -
ing,allthe written samples produced by the participants were collected
for analysis. Tab le l shows  how L2learners in the Task Repetition
Group performed during guided summarizing of the second article
(child soldiers) .  The table describes how thelearners performed in
obligatory contexts for the target form(the perfect passive)in the first
summarizing,the revision of the summarized text and the second
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Table1
Learner P elformance m G uid,ed Sum m a nlzing by TaskRel)emion Group (Second
Article.・ ChildSoldiers)
student g;jきt 里aj! ls' summarizing 号9重言d 2nd summarizing
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
l 1
l 2
l 3
l4
l 5
l 6
l 7
l 8
20
0
0
5
0
1
3
5.5
3.5
0
1
0.5
0.5
0
6
0
3.5
4.5
3
2.5
4.0
0.5
0
0
5.0
l.5
l.5
0.5
0
-0.5
5.5
3.0
0
0
0.5
l.5
l 0
3.5
-2.0
TL
TL
TL
TL
IL-Typel
IL-Type1
IL-Type2
IL-Type4
IL-Type5
IL-Type1
IL-Type3
IL-Type5
IL-Type5
IL-Type5
lL-Type5
no data
lL-Type6
IL-Typel
no data
6
5
a
a
Pe
a
Pe
at
at
y
at
y
d
d
T
d
T
L
L
L
o
L
L
L
L
o
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
o
L
T
T
T
n
T
T
T
T
n
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
I
n
I
1
3
5
5
5
5
6
l
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
a
Pe
Pe
a
y
y
y
y
y
y
at
y
y
、at
T
T
T
T
T
T
d
T
T
d
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
o
L
L
o
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
I
I
I
I
I
I
n
I
I
n
'highest possiblescore= l 0
Gain= immediate post-testscores-pretestscores((oraldata十 written data)÷2)
TL=Target-Like Use (NP havebeen V-en:Children hat,e been depl,oyed-)
IL-Type1=interlanguage form-Type1(NP are V -en:Children afe det,loyed-)
IL-Type2=interlanguage form-Type2(NP were V-en:Childrenωene depl,oyed…)
IL-Type3=interlanguage form-Type3(NP had been V-en:Children hadbeen
depl,oyed…)
IL-Type4= interlanguage form-Type4 ('NP have V-en:'Children hat,e d,ep1oyed-)
IL-Type5= interlanguage form-Type5('NP V-en/V -ed:'ChiIdren dep1oyed…)
IL-Type6= interlanguage form-Type6 ('NPbeen V-en:'Children been dep1,oyed-)
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summarizing.9
Theseresults suggest that focus on form throughguidedsummariz-
ing successfu1lyled most L2learners to notice the target form. In
particular,the resultsindicate that allthe participants who gained their
scoresin the post-tests used the target form atleast once during the
treatment(except Studentl8). It shouldbenoted,however,that there
were six students (students3,4,9,10,l3andl4)who did not gain
scoresthough they used the target form inguidedsummarizing. The
table also indicates that four students (students l ,2 ,3,&4)used the
target form in allof the obligatory contexts including the first summar-
izing. As three of them(numbers1,2,and4) scored zero in the
pretest,itseems that the treatment itself triggered theleamers'notic-
ing of the target form. One of them(student3)scoredrelatively high
(50%) i n  the pretest,so thislearner may have had acquired the target
form prior to the treatment sessions. That is,it seems that repeated
production opportunitiesled to increased accuracy for this student.
5.2 Overalleffects of the treatments (Research Questionsl,2and3)
Table2shows descriptive statistics for the TLUscoresfrom the
oralsentence completion test and the written sentence completion test.
Figures3and4graphically display the mean totalscores of the oral
sentence completion test and the writtensentence completion tests,
respectively.
As shown in Table3,the results of repeated measures ANOVAs
indicated that there were no statistically signiflcant differences between
the two groups'meanscores on the pretest measuring ability to usethe
o Writtensamplesproducedby the OralPerformance Group were also col・
lected but unfortunately they were not usable for analysisbecausethe
researcher failed to direct the group to indicate what part of the summarized
story they changed during revision. Written samples obtainedin the other
two treatmentssessions for the Task Repetition Group were alsounusab!e
becauseof thesame reason.
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Table2
Descn'ptit'e Statislicsfor the TLUScoresfrom the Sentence Comj)1ett'on Telsts
<0ralSentenceCompletion TestData>
[Highest possiblescore= l0]
<0ralPerformance Group(n=21 )>くTask Repetition Group(n=19)>
Mean SD Mean SD
Pretest
Post-test l
Post-test2
1.81
4.43
3.43
l.94
2.67
2.70
l.74
2.95
2.68
l.83
2.39
2.49
<WrittenSentence Completion Test Data>
[Highest possiblescore=10]
<0ralPerformance Grou p (n=2l )><Task Repetition Group(n=19)>
Mean SD Mean SD
Pretest
Post-testl
Post-test2
2.43
5.05
4.52
2.17
2.42
2.75
2.42
3.68
3.l6
2.56
2.83
2.70
OralPerformance Group: Focus on form throughguided summarizing in the oral
and written modes
Task Repetition Group:Focus on form through guidedsummarizing with task
repetition inthe written mode
target form at the onset of this study (oraldata: F(l/38) =1.43,ns;
written data: F (l/38) =l.72, ns) .  The results of the ANOVAs for
both oraland written data revealsignificant main effects for Test(for
the oraldata, F(2/76) =14.02, P<.01;for the written data, F(2/76) =
12.46,p<.0l),no significant main effect for Group(forthe oraldata,
F (l/38) =1.43, ns; f o r  the written data, F (l/38) =1.72, ns) , and  no
significant two-way interactions for GroupxTest( forthe oraldata,
F (2/76) = l.83, ns; f o r  the written data, F(2/76) :=1.90, ns). These
results suggest that for both the oraland writtensentence completion
data,there were no statistica1ly significant differences in testscores
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Table3
Summaryof Resultsof Repeated Measures A Nl〇VAs for the Sentence Completi1on
Tests
<0ralSentenceComp!etion Test>
Source ,lf F り二 p
Group(G) l
S within-group error 38
Test(T)
G x T
T x S  within-group error
2
2
76
Between subjects
1.43 ns
(l2.27)
Withinsubjects
l4.02' '
l.83 ns
(2.7 l )
.04 .24
27 .00
05 .17
<Written Sentence Completion Test>
Source df F り2 lt)
Group(G) l
S within-group error 38
Test(T)
G x T
T x S  within-group error
2
2
76
Between subjects
1.72 ns
(l4.5l)
Within subjects
l2.46”
l.90 ns
(3.23)
.04 .20
.25 .00
.05 .16
Note. Valuesenclosed in parenthesesrepresent meansquare errors
・・p<.0 l
between the OralPerformance Group and the Task Repetition Group
(Research Question3) andthat for both groupsthere were significant
differencesamong the mean scores of the three tests. The resultsof
the post-hoc analysesof simple main effects for Test revealed that
there were significant simple main effects for Test in both groups.
Multiple comparisons among tests using LSD for both oraI and written
data were made in order to determine which test results were
significantly different for the two groups. As shown in Table4,the
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results of between-test comparisons revealed (1) that both groups did
significantly better on the two post-tests than on the Pretest for both
the oraland the written sentence completion tests(Research Question
1), a n d ( 2 ) t h a t  there was no significant difference between Post-test
1scores and Post-test2scores, suggesting that their gains did not
significantly decrease over the two-month period(Research Question
2) .
As this studylacks a true controlgroup,a fo1low-up analysis was
undertaken to examine to what extent the effects of the treatment were
attributed to the treatment or to the practiceeffect. Five new subjects
comparable to the participants in this study in terms of English
proficiency,age and L1,took the written sentence completion test three
times without any intervening instruction or formalexposure to the
target form. The scores of the three tests were submitted to a
repeated measures non-parametric test (Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs
Signed Rank Test). The results revealed that no significant difference
was found among the pretest scores,the post-testl scores and the post-
test2scores(Z(2/12) =-1.13, ns, -1.34, ns, - 1.86, ns,forthepretest
and immediate post-test comparison,the immediate post-test and
delayed post-test comparison,and the pretest-and deIayed post-test
comparison,respectively). Though the number of subjects in this
fol1ow-up analysis is verylimited,the result suggests that these sub-
jects did not deve1op any significant practice effect from taking the
sentence completion test three times.
Results of effect-size analyses,shown in Table4,support the
results of the ANOVAs and post-hoc comparisons.lo For the Ora1
'o Effect size analyseswere conducted to estimate the magnitude of effects of
Group and Test. According to Cohen(1992),a medium effect s i z e ( .80>
E S > .5 0 ) i s “ a n  effectlikely to be visible to the naked eye of a carefu]
observer”(p.156). A sma11effect s ize( .50>ES>.20) is  practically defined
as “noticeably smaller than medium but not so smallas to be trivial”(Cohen,,
1992,p.156).
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Table4
Stm ma r y of t heResu l t sof Bettoeea-Test C1ompari'sonsllLSD) a n d Elffect-S i;ze
Analyses
Oral Performance Group ( n=2 l )
<0ralSentenceCompletion Test> くWritten Sentence Completion Test>
(MS;e=2.71, 'p<.05,LSD=.74) ? (MSe= 3.23, *p<.05,LSD=.80) ES
Pretest
Pretest
Post-test l
〈
〈
一
Post-testl'
Post-test2'
Post-test2 ns
l.12
70
.38
V
V
一S
t
t
te
eS
eS
一
ret
ret
ost
P
P
P
Post-test 1'
Post-test2'
Post-test2ns
l.l4
84
.20
Task Repetition Group (n= l9)
<0ralSentenceCompletion Test> <Written Sentence Completion Test>
(MS;e=2.71, 'p<.05,LSD=.74) 因 (MS;e=3.23,'p<.05. LSD=.80) ES
Pretest
Pretest
Post-testl
〈
〈
一
Post-test l'
Post-test2'
Post-test2 ns
.57
.43
.1l
〈
〈
一S
t
t
te
eS
eS
一
「et
=
P
P
P
Post-test l'
Post-test2'
Post-test2ns
47
28
l 9
Note. ES=Effect sizes
'p<.05
OralPerformance Group:Focus on form through guidedsummarizing in the oral
and written modes
Task Repetition Group:Focus on form through guidedsummarizing with task
repetition in the written mode
Performance Group, effect-size analysesindicate that the differences
between the pretestscoresand the post-testscores representedlarge or
medium sizeeffects (ES=1.12and1.14for Post-test l ;ES=.70 and .84
for Post-test2),indicating that thesedifferences are practically
significant. For the Task Repetition Group,on the other hand,the
differencesbetween the pretestscores and the post-testscoreswere
medium or smal l (ES=.57and.47for Post-test l ;ES=.43and.28for
Post-test2). Theseresults suggest that both groups significantly
improvedtheir scoreson the post-tests and that the differencesbetween
the pretestscoresand the post-test scores for the OralPerformance
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Group werelarger than those for the Task Repetition Group.
Effect sizes forbetween-group comparisons were calculated to
examine the practicalsignificance of the between-group differences,
which were revealed t o b e n o t  statistically significant with the
ANOVAs. The effect sizes for the comparisonbetween the Oral
Performance Group and the Task Repetition Group for the immediate
post-test indicated that the between-group differenceswere medium
(ES=.58for the oraldata,ES=.52for the written data). The effect
sizes for the between-group comparison in the delayed post-test in-
dicated that thebetween-group differences were smallfor the oraldata
(ES=.29) and medium for the written data (ES=.50). E?ect size
analyses revealed that the differencesbetween groups on the pretest
scoreswere c1oseto zero (ES=.04for the oraldata,ES=.01for the
written data) .  Theseresults of effect size analyses,therefore, suggest
that the OralPerformance Group could have performedbetter on post-
tests,especially on the immediate post-test,than the Task Repetition
Group both for the oraland written data (Research Question3).
Thesebetween-group differences,however,were not statistically
significant.
5.3 Learner readinessand the effects of instruction(Research
Question4)
To address Research Question4,learner readinessfor the English
perfect passive was examined. First,learner errors found in the
pretest were analyzed to detect any developmentalsequence in L2
acquisition of the perfect passive in English. Results of error analysis
suggest that the p'erfect passive has prerequisite forms including the
perfect active and the simple passive. More specifically,it was found
that L2learners who did not use theperfect active (i.e.,have V-en) on
the pretest at a minimumlevelof 80%accuracy could not use the
perfect passive on the post-tests either,despite having received the
same instructionaltreatment as theirpeers. could not usethe perfect
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active (i.e.,have V-en) were not ready for the acquisition of the perfect
passive(i.e.,have been V-en) even though they scored high on simple
passive items. In other words, onlylearners who appeared to have
already acquired the perfect active and the simple passive at the onset
of the study may have been deve1opmentalily ready for the perfect
passive. These deve1opmentalsequences are i11ustrated as follows:''
Stage1:Learners have acquired none of the three forms:the
simple passive,the perfect active,and the perfect passive.
Stage2:Learners have acquired only the simple passive.
Stage3:Learners have acquired both the simple passive and the
perfect active.
Stage4:Learners have acquired al1of the three forms:the simple
passive,the perfect active,and the perfect passive.
Based on this inferred developmental sequence, this study
examined whether focus on form through guided summarizing would
exert different effects onlearners who had different readinessfor the
target form. First,usingscores on the perfect passive items in the
pretest the researcher divided the OralPerformance Group students
(n= 2 l ) i n t o  two groups(the Ready Group and the Unready Group)
excluding four students who used the perfect passive correctly at the
40%accuracy and above in the pretest. Those whoscored h i gh (80%
accuracy and above)on both the perfect-active items and the simple-
passive items in the pretest(stage3)formed the Ready Group(n=6) .
Those who scored high (80%accuracy and above) on the simple
passive items b u t l o w ( b e l o w 4 0% a c cu r a c y ) o n  the perfect-active
items in the pretest(stage2and be1ow)formed the Unready Group
(”=7 ) .  Four other students who scored a t 60%on  the simple passive
' 1 It was also found that there was another stage between stage3and stage4;
there wereseverallearners who used the perfect passive correctly in its
obligatorycontextsbut overused the form in nonobligatory contexts. In this
study,overgeneralized errors of the target form were dealt with by meansof
the target-1ike useanalysis.
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and perfect active items were excludedfrom this analysis.
Table5shows the descriptive data of the oralsentence completion
pretest and post-test scores of thesetwo groups. Results of a Wilcox-
on Matched-Pairs Signed Rank test indicate thatthe Ready Group
significantlyperformed better on the post-teststhan on the pretest
(Z=-2.2l, Pく.05*,for the pretest-immediate post-test comparison;
Z=-2.00, P<.05', fo r  the pretest-delayed post-test comparison) and
that for the Unready Group there were no significant differences
between the pretest scores and thepost-testscores (Z=-1.13,ns, for
the pretest-immediate post-test comparison; Z=-.56, ns, f o r  the
pretest-delayed post-test comparison). Effect-size analyses also
revealed that the differencesbetween the pretest scoresandthe post-
testscoreshadlarge effect-sizes(3.l4and2.49for the pretest-immedi-
ate post-test comparison and the pretest-delayedpost-test comparison,
respectively). Theseresults suggest that focus on form through guid-
ed summarizing had positive effects only onleamers who were ready
for the target form. This finding,however,shouId be interpreted with
caution because it is basedon a sma1lsample of target items and
because the number of subjects was verylimited. Also,it should be
noted that the developmentalsequence was inferred based on the
sentence completion test data. Previous studieson psycholinguistic
<0ralSentence Completion Test Data>
[Highest possiblescore= l0]
<ReadyGroup(n=6)><UnreadyGroup(n=7)>
Mean SD Mean SD
Pretest
Post-test1
Post-test2
1.l 7
5.17
4.50
l.2 l
2.03
2.36
1.00
l.7l
7 l
1.4 l
l.83
88
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readinesshave revealed that developmentalsequencesemerge only on
spontaneous speech(Pienemann,1989).
6 Discussion
The first research question was:Does focus on form through
guided summarizing enhance Japanese EFLleamers' accuracy in the
useof a grammaticalform (the Englishperfect passive) ?  Results of
the comparisons between the pretest and post-testscoresindicate that
the focus-on-form treatment helped theleamers improve their accu-
racy in the useof theperfect passive in both the oraland the written
modes. This resultlends support to previous claims for the efficacy of
focus on form (Doughty,200l;Doughty&Williams,l998;Lightbown,
1998;Long&Robinson,l998;Muranoi,2000). It is reasonable to
assume that focus on form throughguided summarizing was beneficial
for EFLlearnersbecause it met the fundamentalassumption of focus-
on-form instruction that“meaning and use must alreadybeevident to
theleamer at the time that attention is drawn to thelinguistic appara-
tus needed to get the meaning across.”(Doughty&Williams,l998, p.
4). It canbealso inferred that the focus-on-form treatment,which
guidedlearners to produce output and provided them ample input
exposure throughguided summarizing,was effective because it might
have promoted cognitive processes including noticing,comparing,
hypothesis formulation and testing. In particular,it islikely that the
treatment was helpfulinleadingleamers to formulate a hypothesis
about their interlanguage grammar and test it against available posi-
tive evidence. This speculation shouldbefurther examined in a quali-
tative manner using appropriate research methods such as stimulated
recall(Gass&Mackey,2000).
Thesecond research question was:If focus on form through guided
summarizing enhances Japanese EFLlearners'accuracy in the useof
the English perfect passive,willthe effect hold over the post-test period
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(i.e., two months) ?  Results of the between-test comparisons for both
the OralPerformance Group and the Task Repetition Group indicate
that the effect of focus on form throughguided summarizing endured
over the two-month intervalbetween the immediate and the delayed
post-tests. Therefore,the answer to Research Question2was yes.
This findingleads us to assume that content-based instruction that
systematicallyguides EFLleamers to use the target form in their
production can have alasting positive effect on the acquisition of the
form. It can be inferred that thelasting effect was obtained because
focus on form through guided summarizing gavelearners opportunities
to usethe target form in different manners (i.e.,summarizing and
revising the summarized story). Different opportunitiesto dealwith
the target form might have elicitedlearners'deep processing of the
target form,which is a key to L2learning (Hulstijin,2003). Focus on
form throughguided summarizing also providedlearners with a number
of contexts in which they were required to use the target form during
the three weekly90-minute sessions. It appears that this relatively
high frequency of the targetlanguage use mightbeanother factor that
accounts for thelasting effect.
The third research question was:Do two types of focus on form
through guided summarizing,differing in post-taskperformance condi-
tions (oralperformance versus and task repetition),have differential
effectson thelearning of the Englishperfect passive by EFLlearners?
Results of inferentialstatistics indicated that there was no significant
difference betweenthe two types of treatment in the effects found on
the post-tests,suggesting that both of them had similar effects on the
acquisition of the perfect passive as measured by oraland written
sentence completion tests. This means that the focus-on-form treat-
ment in the written mode can have a cross-modaleffect. Learners
who practiced summary writing only in the written mode showed
improvement in both written and oralmodesas measured in the post-
tests. Results of effect-size analyses,however,revealedthat the two
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treatments could have had differentialeffects;focus on form through
guided summarizing in both the oraland written modes might have had
greater positive effects than in the written mode only. This may be
because the oralperformance group was required to process the target
form in two different modes (written and oralmodes) and because nine
students of the oralperformance group received feedback from the
instructor on their performances with the perfect passive. As the
results of inferentialstatistics (ANOVA)differed from those of effect-
size analysis, further research is in order regarding the effects of post-
task performances.
The fourth research question was:Does focus on form through
guided summarizing have differentialeffects on L21eaming of the
Englishperfect passive depending on EFLlearners'deve1opmenta1
readiness for the target form? Results suggest that focus on form
throughguided summarizing had positive effects only forlearners who
were ready for the acquisition of the target form. This finding pro-
vides atleast indirect support for the argument that pedagogicalinter -
vention is more effective when it is timed to matchlearners'deve1op-
mentalstage in SLA(Doughty&Wi11iams,1998;Lightbown,1998;
Mackey, 1999;Pienemann, 1998). As this study did not report
sufficient evidence of the psycholinguistic readiness for the acquisition
of the target structure,it may be more appropriate to argue that the
present treatment was effective only whenlearners already had a
certain knowledge base,or abilities to notice the gap between the
interlanguage and the targetlanguage, and to correct errors by them-
selves (Gass,1997). The knowledge base necessary for the acquisition
of the perfect passive includes the acquisition of the perfect active and
the simple passive forms.
Finally,it mustbenoted that this study has severalmethodo1ogica1
limitations. First of a l l , w e  should take the validity of tests into
account. Tests used in this study required EFLlearners to produce
sentences in highly structured contexts supported by Japanese equiva -
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lent sentences; the testsdid not measure free production of the target
fom. As it is often pointed outthat performance on a controlled test
cannot beequated to acquisition of a structure(Ellis,200l),results of
this studyshouldbeinterpreted with caution. Measurements eliciting
leamers'implicit and automatedknowledge ofthe target form should
beusedin future studies.
Otherlimitations include the useof intact classesrather than
randomly selected participants,thelimitednumber of the participants,
thelack of validity check for the testing measures,thelack of a control
group that receivesno treatment,and the possible researcher(=
instructor) expectancy. Theseproblemslimit the generalizability of
the?dingsreported in this study. Also,it should be pointed out that
a practice effect may have affectedtheleamersperformance on post-
tests. Though the result of a post-hoc analysis with the EFLleamers
indicatedthat the practice effect of the test was not significantly
influential,we need replication studiesusing a true controlgroup to
differentiate the effects of focus on form from the practice effect.
Another issue to be examinedfurther isleamerperformance
during focus on form throughguided summarizing. As reportedabove,
this study investigated how L2learnersperformed summarizing only in
an indirect manner(i.e.,the analysis of leamer performance with the
target form). We particularly needto investigate how the treatment
affectscognitive processes such as noticing and hypothesis testing by
using more valid qualitative research methods including a retrospective
recallmethod(e.g.,Gass&Mackey,2000). Effectsof focus on form
throughguidedsummarizing on other forms,particularly more com-
plex structures,also need tobeexaminedin future studies.
7. Pedagogical implications
The results of this study indicatethat focus on form throughguided
summarizing,which is easily applicable to foreignlanguage contexts,is
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a viable technique for incorporating formal instruction into a meaning-
based comprehension activity. This study suggests that the instruc-
tionaltreatment can be benelicial for assisting EFLlearners to think
about the topic of a text and express their opinions on i t,as we11as
helping them develop accuracy in using a particularlinguistic form. It
can be assumed that focus on form through guided summarizing was
effective probablybecause it might have promoted cognitive processes
such as noticing,cognitive comparison,hypothesis formulation(gram-
maticalencoding),and hypothesis testing. These processes seem tobe
facilitated by the focus-on-form treatment which guideslearners to
produce output through guided summarizing. Finally, t h e  results of
this study reaffirm focus-on-form researchers'claims that L2instruc-
tion integrating form-focused treatments into meaning-oriented
instruction in a timely fashion facilitates L2learning.
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AppendixA:Example of Concept Map
a-;一「;1ii;i;;l1
the use of child soldiers
widespread in Myanmar (Burma) ,Sr i  Lanka,Cambodia and
Afghanistan
Morethan300,000 child soldiersHmore than30 countries worldwide
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AppendixB: OriginalText and Examples of a Summary
written by an EFL Learner
<0riginalText(Asahi Evening News, M a y l l,2000:Asia nears
African Child soldier rate)>
BANGKOK-Asia ranks closebehind Africa in the useof child soldiers
by government forces and rebelgroups alike,according to report
released Wednesday.
The survey by the non-governmentalCoalition to stop the Use of
Child Soldiers says the useof children in armed conflicts is particularly
widespread in Myanmar(Burma),Sri Lanka,Cambodia and Afghanis-
tan.
“Although not a11hat,e been deplloyed to the frontline,many have
fought and diedfor causesabout which they may have hadlittle or no
understanding,”said the report.
More than300,000 child soldiers are believed tobeinvolved in
conflicts in more than30 countriesworldwide,the coa価onsays.
The coalition,which includes Amnesty Intemational,Human
RightsWatch and World Vision International,issuedthe survey ahead
of a conference on the topic tobeheld next week in Katmandu,Nepal.
The four-day conference w加 beattended by the representativesof
15govemments and more than100 non-govemmentalorganizations,
along with United Nations experts, _Sl1:milar clmfer m ces hat;e
atready been hel d in Africa,Latin America and Europe.
Asia ranks close behind Africa in the appalling useof tens of
thousands of children who are being usedliterally as canon fodder in
almost every conflict in the region. _
<Summary written by alearner (the first summarizing and revi-
sion)>
Asia ranks (close)behind Africa with(in)the use of child soldiers
(by govemment forcesand rebelgroups). That is widespread in
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Myanmar,Sri Lanka,Cambodia and Afghanistan. Not a11 chilldren
ωere (hat'e been) dep1oyed to the frontline,(but)manychildren have
fought and died without understanding why they have to fight. (There
are)More than300,000 child soldiers were killed. What children go to
the war is more than30 countries world wide. In order to stop the use
of child soldiers, the (many) c,onferencesωene ( h aυe been) hel d in
Africa,Latin America and Europe. We should not ignore the fact that
tens of thousands of childrenbecome cannon fodder(Tens of thousands
of children are being usedliterally as cannon fodder)
My comments:I think the useof child soldiers have to stop at
once. For children,the point is to play with their friends,and to have
their dream in the future.
'Expressions enc1osed in parentheses were added to the reproduced
text by theleamer during revision of the text.
<Summary written by the same Iearner (the second summarizing)>
Asia ranks closebehind Africa in the use of child soldiers by
govemment forcesand rebelgroups. Many children are used for
conflicts. This thing is especially widespread in Myanmar,Sri Lanka,
Cambodia,and Afghanistan. Not a11 childrenhat,e be,endep1oyed to
the frontline,but many children have fought and diedwithlittle or no
understanding of the reasons in wars. There are more than300,000
child soldiers in more than30 countries world wide. Many conferences
hat,e lbeen held in Africa,Latin America and Europe. Tens of thou-
sands of child soldiers are being usedliterally as cannon fodder.
My comments:I have a question about the meaningso f  wars. I
think wars make peoplelosealot of thing,for example,family and
houses and so on. To use child soldiers should stop as soon as possible.
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